
Poem Written In The Basement.
It’s writing that is hard; the ideas, pencils, paper and reading are easy.
It’s writing that gives joy and anticipation,

When you look at the paper, or laptop, and see all the blank pages
And all the magic you could create.

It's writing, not imagining, that produces something substantial.
Something you can show people, something you can impress them with.

And it’s writing, just writing, that keeps you up all night
Drinking cold tea and eating stale chocolate in the dimly lit basement,
Because you bothered your mom, and now you are here,
Hands twitching anxiously while tracing dusty patterns on the table.

It isn’t giving up when you know the last chapter even though you are only on chapter
One, when you cross out or tear up a page that isn’t giving up.
When you have no inspiration, when you read the same book or poem
A million times and wish you were anywhere near that good, when your
Cold tea becomes like ice and your stale chocolate feels like glue in your mouth,
When your family doesn’t believe you can – none of that is giving up.

It’s writing, after all, that brings you an aching arm and bitten down fingernails,
A cramped hand, unfocused eyes, feelings of inadequacy, depression due
To what you think is failure.

It’s writing, not words, that puts creativity in a stranger's mind and makes them
Believe.

Its writing and you can try to control it,
Its writing and you started this novel, and you won’t finish it by taking up

A new hobby, you can’t stall yourself forever, you can’t keep avoiding the
Terrifying fantasy world you accidentally created, you need to stop telling
People you’re done. Because its writing and if you don’t finish it now
It will finish you first .

Its writing that will become your undoing, but in this moment it is
Also writing that becomes who you are,

Its writing that talks to you always – characters, places and names,
During a meeting or at two A.M.

Finally: the words have caged you and writing is in you heart,
And suddenly the once blank page is a universe in itself.
And everything you’ve ever read and watched led you to this place in time.
But failure is easier than success and writing won’t hold for so long.

So hold tightly to writing in itself.




